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Every Survivalist Needs “Sniper 
Training” 
You may not be a state-sponsored covert 
assassin, but there are several reasons you 
SHOULD consider becoming a “sniper.” 

 
1. Intelligence Gathering 
As they say, “knowledge is power,” right? 

• Sniper tactics are as much about doing 
reconnaissance to gain valuable intel on an 
“enemy” as they are about precision 
shooting. 

• You must be selective in taking your shots. 
• Being a “sniper” is all about identifying and 

confirming targets, skills that make you far 
more aware of when danger is afoot and 
most people don’t even know it. 

 
2. Survival Hunting 
In any kind of “collapse,” food shortages will hit 
within the first few days. 

• You’ll have to find food for your family. 
• You’ll only get one shot at that deer, rabbit, 

or squirrel that’s 300 feet away in a corn 
field. Your shots have to count or your family 
will go hungry. 

 
3. “Next Level” Marksmanship 
At long ranges, every tiny mistake makes a 
HUGE difference in how close your bullet hits 
to where you are aiming. 

• Sight picture, breathing, trigger squeeze, 
and follow-through all matter… a LOT. 

• Training to become “super accurate” as a 
sniper will help you fine tune ALL of your 
shooting skills, no matter what the gun. 

4. Stealth And Concealment 
A sniper’s success is not built on accuracy 
alone. 

• You have to be “sneaky” to be a sniper. 
• You have to be able to creep into an optimal 

position without being detected… even in 
urban areas. 

• You have to be able to leave the “hot zone” 
without leaving a trail. 

• These are all skills that will make you better 
at escape and evasion for survival, which 
comprises situations that will come up during 
a collapse scenario. 

 
5. SHTF Defense 
If things really do go to pieces and a collapse 
happens, your family’s defense will be up to 
you… and ONLY you. 

• Staying safe while hunker3ed down requires 
you to stand watch for sneaky predators. 

• The ability to engage an enemy from 500 to 
800 yards out helps ensure your survival 
and will prompt predators to find easier 
targets to loot (if they are lucky enough to 
leave). 

 
How To Get Started As A “Survival 
Sniper” 
So what’s next? 

• Buy a Remington 700 .308 caliber bolt-
action, which makes a great “sniper” rifle. 

• A FIXED variable scope is great for long-
range shooting. 

• Refer to www.AppleseedInfo.org for training. 
 

Prepare. Train. Survive. 


